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ON THE BAIIAI)ＵＲ REPRESENTATION OF SAMPLE




　　The asymptotic almost sure (a.sで)representation of sample quantiles for inde-
pendent　and　identically　distributed　random　variables　was　firstlyestablished　by
Ｂａｈａｄｕｒ[1]。Kiefer[5，6]obtainedfurther developments on this line and also
investigated the ａ｡s.representation of quantile process. Here we remark that the
representation of sample quantiles in the sense of in probability was obtained first
of all by Okamoto [7]。The extensions of Bahadur's by relaxing the assumption
of independence of the basic random variables have been studied by ａ number of
authors. Especially, Sen[10]obtained completely analogous results to Bahadur's
one for stationaryφ･mixing processes. The object of the present paper is to show
that　the Bahadur representation　holds, but with a slightly differentorder of the
remainder term, for stationary sequences of strong mixing random variables。Ｗ'ｅ
also　consider　the　Bahadur　representation　for　absolutelyregular processes and the
a.s.representation of quantiie processes for $J-mixing and strong mixing processes。
　　LetiXn, n≧1} be ａ strictlystationary sequence of random variables defined on




and strong mixing if
(1.3)　　　　　　supl八:ＡＢ)一八:y1)八:双)|＝α(め↓O(ｇ→oo).
Here the supremum is taken over all jGJダt and ｊＣ／'g‰，ａｎｄＪｒ２denotes the
<T-fieldgenerated by Xnia≦ﾀz≦&)。Among these conditions (L1)－(L3)，the follow･
ing inequalities hold:
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　α(ｇ)≦β(ｇ)≦φ(ｓ).
　　For a discussion of mixing conditions, see for example, Ibragimov and Linnik





Σが町α(ｇ)}゛くoofor some ｋ≧1 and Oくo<l.
n=l
　　We assume that each Xi has a distribution function idf)F on the unit interval
7＝[0，1]。Ｆｏrかﾖﾌ, we write ξ(＝ら)foｒ the iJ-quantile of F. Let O＝Ｘ。o≦Xn,i≦
…≦ｘｖ1≦ji-ｎ　ｎ＋1°１ denote the order statistics of the sample (Xly°゜゜ﾀ乙)。Define





Further define the empirical process 弧＝{‰け}：μﾖﾌ} and the quantile process




　　Where no confusion is possible K, Ka, etc.,denote generic constants.
　　The main results are stated in Section 3. Section ２ deals with basic lemmas
on strong mixing Bernoullian random variables, which are used in the proofs of
the main theorem in Section ４ and the further extension to quantile process in
Section 8.
　　2. Preliminary lemmas.
　　Let {zi} be stationary sequence satisfying (1.3) with
(2.1)　　　　　　　　　Ezi=O, Ezi^=t･; O＜ｒ＜1，
　　　　　　　　　　　ハ:凶|＞1)＝O and £困くcr, 0<C<oo.
It is clear that (2.1) holds when Zi are Bemoullian random variables, centered at
expectations. Let
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Sn = Zi十…十Ztt,n≧1.
　　Lemma ２.1 (Yokoyama[11]).旅心7･(1.4) and (2.1), foﾀ'gz･･･りり1≧1，
(2.2)　　　　　£(＆2(μ1))≦jら{ｓｒl‾δ十…十が４‘17(μ1)(1‾δ)}，jら＜ｏｏ。
　　Consider now ａ double sequence of BernouUian random variables
(2.3)　　　　　　　　　　Uni = Un(Xd, f= l,…。z;
　　　　　　　　　　　P(f/ni=l)=l-P(£/≪£ = O)=/'≪,0≦お≦1，
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where the basic random variables {Xn} satisfy (1.3)。Then we have the following
two lemmas。























Hence, (2.4) follows from (2.7)。
　　Lemma 2.3. Suppoお話at (1.4)holdｓ foｒ ｓｏｍｅＯ＜δく(2ゐ＋1)/2(ゐ＋1)，α?
that Ｋｌｆβ'１ｏｇﾀz≦鉛≦忌ｒ陛)ｇが:O≪Ｋｉ， Ｋ２＜ｏｏ)∫ｏｒ ｓｏｍｅ　3f[2{(ゐ＋2)－(ゐ＋1)δ}]＜













We note that eachγgiven by (2.9) and (2.11) satisfies
(2.12) 1/2くγく3/4.
　　ＰＲｏｏＦ。Byassumption on pn, for all n sufficientlylarge,
(2.13)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　が鉛(1－瓦)}1-″≧1.




Then, (2.8) and (2.10) follow from （2.14）ａｎｄthe Markov inequality･










　　3. The Bahadur representation of sample qiiantiles for strong iKiixIn^
　　　　sequences.
　　Let the stationary sequence {Xn) satisfy(1.3).　We assume that Ｆ(ois abso･
lutely continuous in some neighborhood of its ♪-quantile 6, and has ａ continuous






We note that ΣaCn)く00 implies り≪00.　Further, let
(3.3)　　　　　　　　　　(y＝雨(ξ)，





Then, we have the following。












(1.4) holds foｒ ｓｏｍｅｆｅ　ａｎｄ§　in（2.16）
回/2{[乙一首]/(０十[凡(ξ)－♪川
= OCn-711０gn') a｡s･，
?z田町1＝y－1/2α?y is given by (2.9) corr回向?ing toβ函（2.16）
　　Ｕｎｄｅｒ(3.1),(3.4)α?(3.8),
（3.10）　　　　　　　　　ジク（?2［乙－ご］/り→．ぐ（0，1）.





Mm inf 41/2(乙－０/[ｊ(2 log log（)1/2]＝－1　a｡ｓ。
　μ→○○
　　4. Proof of Theorem 3.1.
　　The proof follows on the same line as in Theorem ３.1 of Sen［10］。We ｃｏｎ･












By (3.1) and the continuity of /(O in some neighborhood of e, if we choose ﾀz
sufficientlylarge, the second term on the 刄瓦S of (4.2) is Ｏ佃-71０gM). To com-
plete the proof of (3.6), it sufficesto show that the firstterm on the RHS of (4.2) is
also Ｏ(ｒ71０gw), with probability one, ａｓﾀz→oo.　Let
(4.3)　　　　　　　　　　　びＷ＝,;(η。。一差)－･;(ξ一瓦)。
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　i=l,…，郊;　r=l.…，＆.




瓦ｇ-7 log g≦♪９≦Ｋ２Γβlog ｇ，0くKi, K2<oo,
where Ki and K2 depend on 八O, and
(4.6) 八(ηΓβ)一八(ξ)＝ｒ1気ひ回
From Lemma 2.3, it follows that
　　　　　　　　　　八]八(ηい)－Ｆ(ηマ)一八(ξ)十刮＞拓回log疋)
(4.7)　　　　　　　　　≦瓦ﾀ.-1-7+β(log ｇ)-2






and the proof of (3.6) follows from (4.2), (4.8) and the Borel･Canteililemma。
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where by (3.1), as n→00
(4.10)　　　　　　　　ｒln－Ｆ(晋一n~^log n')=f(:ぞ)ｒ/31０ｇが:1十収1)).
Hence, by (2.4), (4.9) and (4.10), we have
(4.11)　　　　　　　　　乙＞ぞーΓβlogw　ａ｡ｓ。as n→００.
1ｎａ similar way, we have
(4.12)　　　　　　　　乙くξ＋Γβlog w a｡s｡, as ｇ→ｏｏ。
From (3.6), (3.7), (4.11)ａｎｄ(4.12), (3.9) follows。




holds under Σa:(w)<oo(cf.[3]), and that
(4.14)
(4.15)
lim sup ｇ１/2[凡[０－♪]/[賎2 log log（)1/2]＝1 a.s.、
　?i→(ｘ⊃
lim infが/2[八[０－♪]/[り(2 log log（)1/2]= -1 a｡ｓ
　４、―ＣＯ
hold under ａ佃)＝○(ｒ1-y)foｒ some Ｅ≫O(ｄ.[8])。
　　5. The Bahadur representation for absolutety regular processes.
　　In this section, we consider Bahadur's representation of sample quantiles for
stationary sequence satisfying (1.2).





Then, we have the following.














and mj = mりis the largest positive integer for which /+ mjk≦玖Ｗｅ note that
(5.7)　　　　　　　　　　肺≦ｓ1≦al-に1,for j=l,…, k andゐ＜ｔ






For fixed j（1≦j≦k), let Aj be the Bore! subset of the（恥＋1）-ｄｉｍｅｎｓｉｏｎａｌ
Euclidean space Ｆ押1 defined by
(5.9) 洵＝{(j･o,…，知j):|Σ(jyi－♪)|＞ゐ-'s)
　　　　　　　t=0












where {Yn} are independent and identicallydistributed random variables with same
df Ｇ as that of r,. By the Bernstein inequality
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(5.12) (程一烈＞ゐ-1ｓ)≦2eｘｐ(－h)，
where h is given by (5.3). Since (5.11）holds for each ｊ（1≦j≦k), the proof of








lfパｎ　ａｄｄｉtｉｏｎto(3.1), (3.7) holds, as n→(ｘ)
(5.15)　　　　　　　　lnl/2{(乙－ξ)/(ξ)十[FnCO-P]}｜
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＝○(刄-74゛1/21０ｇ ｇ) ａ｡ｓ。
Ｆｕｒtheｒ，ｕｎｄｅｒ(3.1),(3.4) a?(5.13)，(3.10) holds,･z?回心r (3.1)パ:3.4),
(3.7)α?(5.13), (3.11)α?(3.12)both hold。
　　Peoop.　We have only to prove that the 趾ｓt term on the ＲＨＳ of (4.2) is
Ｏ(ｒ７1０gが)ａｎｄthat (4.11)ａｎｄ(4.12)both hold for β= r
" 1/4.
Define bn in (4.1) by
(5.16)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＆＝[妙4]＋1.
Ｔｈｅｎ･か,・in (4. 4) satisfies
(5. 17)　　　　　　　♪い≦瓦Tlｒ7尚４ log ｇ (Oく瓦くｏｏ)。
From Lemma 5.1, we have
　　　　　　　八二max ＼Fniy]r,v)-Fiy]rn')-FniO十則＞Ｋｔｉ-Ｔｌｏｇが)
(5.18)　　　　　　　　　　≦4＆(が＋1){ｅｘp(―尨)十がｰ゛β(が)}，
where hn゜垣:刄･♪Γn, Kn^-y log fi). Since /?(ｎ,P，ｓ)≧ｓ2/4(が９り十がs＼if we　put　δ＝











and hence（5.14) follows. By (4.9), (4.10）ａｎｄLemma ５よas ，7→CO
(5.22) 　　八:乙＜晋一^-7+1/4 log m)
≦2(が＋1){ｅｘp(―尨/)十が一隅:が)}，
whereみn' = Kn,P,fCOが/4-７ logw).　If we put 5=3/2-2r, for sufficientlylarge が，
(5.23) 船≧Ｆ(ξ)(１ｏｇ ｇ)や(1－♪)
Since /2(ξ)//)(1－♪)＞0，it follows from (5.23) thatΣがexp(一八ｙ)くｏｏ。It is clear
thatΣ頑(が)くoo, and hence
(5.24)








　　6. Functional central limit tlieorems for sample quantiles。
　　Ｌｅt£)=D[0，1]be the space of functions on ７ that are right･continuous and
have left-hand limit, with uniform topology
(6よ)　　　　　j(/, ｇ)＝ｓｕpL似)－y(0l for f，　ｇｅＤ｡
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　μ/
Let [Xn] satisfy(1.3), and assume that F is twice differentiabieon 7，and
(6.2) inf八〇＞O　and　sup //（０くoo if=F')
ieT’　　　　　　　　　托1
We define for every ｓ，μﾖﾌ，
(6.3) ぺ:s,t')= lim{n cov[瓦(R1(s))，凡(Ｆ１(０)]}
where we note that Σα佃)＜ｏｏｉｍｐｌｉｅｓドｓｊ)|＜ｏｏfor all s. tel。Let, under (6.2),
(6.4)　　　　　　　　ぺ:ｓぽ）＝り(μ)/八Ｆ-1(ｓ))八戸1(り), s, tel。
Finally, let Qn be the qiiantile process defined by (1.8), and let Ｚ＝{Ｚ(０:良乃be
ａ GaUvSsian random function on / such that £Ｚ(j)＝O and 玖Ｚ(ｓ)Ｚ(０)＝削ｊ，ｏｆｏｒ
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　　Next, we consider the space Ｃ＝Ｃ[0，1]of all continuous functions on ７ with
uniform topology.　Define ａ process Ｒ＝{Ｒ{０:t l} by





where W= {WiO:1∈/} is a Wiener process on I.
　　Let {Nr} be ａ sequence of positiveinteger-valued random variables,such that
asｒ→○○
(6.8)　　　　　　　　　　　ｒ１Ｎ『→λ,in probability,
whereλis ａpositive random variable defined on the same probabilityspace (j2，Ｊｙ，
乃.　Then we have
　　Theorem 6.3.び?er (6.8) and tｈｅａｓｓｕmptｉｏｎｓｆＴｈｅｏｒｅｍ６.2，
(6.9) 狐
　タ
一一少 W (in C)
　　7. Proofs of Theorems 6.1-6.3.
　　The proofs of Theorems 6.2 and 6.3 are the same as those of Sen［10, Theorem
6.2], and so are omitted。
　　Rroof OP Theorem ６．Ｌ　On D, define another empirical processｙ71＊＝{1ら＊(り：
μ乃bｙ
(7.1)　　　　　　　　　　狐＊(０＝‰け)//(F1(０)，
where Vn is the empirical process defined by (1.7).
Since Ｚ liesin Ｃ with probability one, Vn* converges weakly in the uniform topo-
logy on £)tｏＺ under the condition α(疋)＝○佃-゛2-りforsome >0 (Cf.[13]). We




We consider the case Ｆ(j)＝f.Ｗｅ shall prove (7.2) in three steps. Define another
quantile process Qn= {QnCt):t l) by
(7.3)　　　　　　　　　　　Qniiln)= Qniiln), i = 0,…，ﾀz，
and by linear interpolation for tiﾖ[ii―V)ln,iln], t=l,…。z。Also define another
empirical process l/ｙ＝ｎ４(が):μぼ}inthe same manner, i,e., Vn(t:) is the linear
interpolation of VnCt) between the points t=ijn for f＝0,…，ｔ
Firstly,we show that
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　？
(7.4)　　　　　　　　　dCVn> Vn-)一一0 as n→ｏｏ。






Hence, from (2.8), (7.5) and the arguments of the proof of (3.6) as in (4.1)-











From (7.3), (7.7) and the definitionof Vn, it follows that
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　？
(7.8)　　　　　　　　　dCVn, Qn)一一〇 ａｓｇ→ｏｏ。
Finally, we show that
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｐ
(7.9)　　　　　　　　　　　diQn, Qn)-~→O　as 7z→oo,
then (7.2) follows from (7.4), (7.8) and (7.9)。By (7.3)
(7.10) 票1)|ら(£)一応(わ|≦摺昌妙21刄み1－ｘり|
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From (7.5), (7.6), (7.7), (7.10)ａｎｄ(7.11), (7.9) follows.　Thus, the proof is
completed in the case Ｆ(０＝Z.
　　For an arbitrary twice differentiableF, the proof of (7.2) follows from the
essentiallysame line as the above proof and so is omitted.
　　8. Almost siire representation cf qiiantile processes。
　　Let {Xn} satisfy(1.3)、and let 店be quantile process and ‰ｂｅ empirical
process defined by (1.8) and (1.7)、respectively･




　　Proof. We use the notations and methods of previous section,and prove the
theorem for the case of uniform distribution as in Theorem 6.1. If we use the




Further, applying the inequality (2.10) to (7.6), we have
(8.3)　　　　　　　八ｓｕpl(八(０一八(削＞瓦ｒ7･ log 和
　　　　　　　　　　　　＝○(ｒ1(ｌｏｇ和一2)。










(7.10)，(7.11), (8.4), and (8.5), it follows that, ａｓｔ→(ｘ)
　SUplQnCりーりＪ)|＝○(ｒ711０ｇ（)　ａ.ｓ。
and the proof of（8よ) follows from (8.4), (8.5) and (8.6)
　　9. Concluding remarks。
(i) Quantiie processes forφ-mixing random variables｡
　　Ｆｏrφ-mixing random variables, Sen［10］investigated the Bahadur representa･
tion of sampleかquantiie and the weak convergence of quantile processes which are
different from ours. But his results are　immediately applicable to our Section ６
and Section 8. Let {Xn) satisfy(1.1) with
(9.1)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　収帥＝○佃-2），
and let each Xi have ａｊ/ Ｆ on I. We note that (9.1) is ａ sufficientcondition for
weak convergence of empirical ｄｆｓtoａ Gaussian random function（cf。［12D。It is
easy to check that Lemmas 4.1, 4.3 and 4.4 of Sen ［10］hold under (9.1), and
hence, his Theorem ３.1 holds under (9.1), instead of his (2.2), by using the central
limit theorem for bounded random variables (cf.［3］).From these remarks and
our methods, we have the following･







(ii) Quantiles for multivariate distributions｡
　　As in [101, we can consider quantiles for ａ strictlystationary strong mixing
sequence {Xi} of stochastic vectors. We assume that Zi has a a-variate distribution
FCx}, ot&R^ and {Xi) satisfies(1.3)。Ｌｅt万＝(ξ1,…，ξ９)，ｂｅａ point in 硲ａｎｄ
(9.5)　　　　　　八:瓦j≦彰)＝鳶:Oく拘＜1，j＝1,…，9， i=l, 2,…
where Xa is the ;-th variate of 尤。Further, we assume that is some neighborhood
ofξ，Ｆ(ｊ)iｓ strictlymonotonic is each of itsｇ coordinates and admits of ａ con-
tinuous density function y(ｊ)，ｓｕchthat








　　　　　　－and put Ｆ(ξ)＝夕where we assume that O＜♪＜Ｌ　Finally, let
(9.8)　　　　　　凡(ｊ)＝ｒｌ[浦of尤＝(ぷ1,…，瓦9):ｘij≦則。
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　j＝1,…，g for 沁1,…，が]。




where r a?βα９がz･ａめ･(2.9) a?(2.15), respectively。
　　The proof follows along the same line as in Theorem ３.1 and so is omitted
(cf。Theorem ６.4 in [10])。
　　Analogous results to Theorems 6,5 and 6.6 in [10]may also be proved, but
we shall not enter into details.
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